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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue focuses on musculoskeletal imaging
(MSKI). Medical imaging techniques have reached a
resolution for small and superficial anatomical structures
requiring technical and detailed anatomical skills. Recent
relevant technical advancements of MSKI can lead to sub-
millimetric image resolution. So  tissue masses evaluated
with US and with magnetic resonance imaging as well as
MSK-US in the emergency department are other important
topics. Radiomics and quantitative MSKI in sarcopenia
assessment are emerging applications in this field.

These articles will be useful not only for MSK radiologists
but also for general and academic physicians.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are cordially invited to submit research articles, short
communications, comprehensive reviews, case reports or
interesting images for consideration and publication in
Diagnostics (ISSN 2075-4418). Diagnostics is published in
open access format – research articles, reviews and other
contents are released on the Internet immediately a er
acceptance. The scientific community and the general
public have unlimited and free access to the content as
soon as it is published. We would be pleased to welcome
you as one of our authors.
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